CURRENT CONDITION

deep utilities - location varies

current condition

The above cross section reflects the current condition of 100 Street. Characterized
primarily as a space dominated by vehicle traffic, the current cross section is not
conducive to a pedestrian-friendly main street. In this option, more than 75%
of the public street Right of Way is allocated to the storage and movement of
vehicles.
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23.7%

food for thought | maintaining the status quo design of 100 Street will preclude
the transformation of downtown into a more pedestrian-friendly environment
and - over time - the mix of retail commercial services will continue to suffer.
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ACTION PLAN THREE-LANE

deep utilities - location varies

The above cross section reflects the three lane ‘typical’ condition as explored
within the Downtown Action Plan. While parking and travel lane widths are
consistent with the current highway standards/dimensions on 100 Street, the
above design reallocates 2.6m to the pedestrian realm (relative to the current
condition). In this option, more than 65% of the public street Right of Way is
allocated to the storage and movement of vehicles.

action plan
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food for thought | this condition represents a marginal improvement to the
current condition of 100 Street and does not specifically address reduction of
design speed to improve pedestrian safety.
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ACTION PLAN GREENWAY

deep utilities - location varies

The above cross section reflects the ‘greenway’ condition as explored within the
Downtown Action Plan. Similar to the ‘typical’ condition, travel lane widths are
consistent with the current highway standards/dimensions on 100 Street, but the
above design utilizes on-street-parking along the east side to accommodate the
‘greenway’: overall the design reallocates 5.9m to the pedestrian realm (relative
to the current condition). In this option, just over half of the public street Right of
Way is allocated to the storage and movement of vehicles.

greenway
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food for thought | this condition does not specifically address reduction
of design speed to improve pedestrian safety and potentially creates an
imbalanced allocation of parking and pedestrian realm.
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OPTIMIZED THREE-LANE

deep utilities - location varies

The above cross section reflects an optimized three lane ‘typical’ condition,
adapted from the Action Plan in light of a reduction of design speed from 50 km/
hr to 30 km/hr. Lane widths are thereby reduced and the resulting narrowing of
the parking and vehicle lanes results in the reallocation of 5.8m to the pedestrian
realm (relative to the current condition).In this option, just over half of the public
street Right of Way is allocated to the storage and movement of vehicles.

3-lane condition
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food for thought | while this cross section still falls short of the 1:1 allocation
of space for people, the significant reduction in design speed represents a
significant improvement in pedestrian safety.
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OPTIMIZED THREE LANE + GREENWAY

deep utilities - location varies

The above cross section reflects the optimized three-lane condition with the
addition of the ‘greenway’ (for comparison purposes). With optimized lane
widths, a similar asymmetrical cross-section design includes the expanded
boulevard along the east side of the 100 Street Right of Way while maintaining
on-street parking on both sides. The overall balance of space as allocated
between pedestrians and vehicles is consistent with the optimized three lane
option and reallocates 5.8m to the pedestrian realm (relative to the current
condition). In this option, just over half of the public street Right of Way is
allocated to the storage and movement of vehicles.
food for thought | the reduction of lane widths allows for parking on both
sides of the street (along business frontages) and the “bike lane” represents
an enhanced multi-use pedestrian path connection linking 100 & 100 and
Centennial Park.
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TWO-LANE

deep utilities - location varies

The above cross section reflects an optimized two lane condition whereby
additional space for vehicle turning movements is provided by utilizing the
parking lane (and - in those cases - limiting the extent of on-street parking).
With the reallocation of 8.6m to the pedestrian realm (relative to the current
condition), this option is the first to ‘tip the balance’ in favor of the pedestrian
realm: just over half of the public street Right of Way is allocated to the
pedestrian realm.
food for thought | this cross section - and its overall allocation of space - clearly
achieves the guiding principle to prioritize pedestrians with a more-thean-50%
allocation of the Right of Way to pedestrian space. Snow storage poses a unique
challenge within the narrowed street and suggests the need for a different
operational approach to storage/removal.
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2-lane condition
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FULL CLOSURE

deep utilities - location varies

full closure

The above cross section reflects an idealized “full closure” scenario whereby a
portion of 100 Street - within the “downtown core” is converted to an pedestrian
mall. In this case, a small portion of space for vehicle travel is maintained for
service access (as pictured above with the food truck) and/or emergency access.
Ample space is available for enhanced tree planting and pedestrian facilities...
and vehicles are generally excluded, making this an extremely safe street for
pedestrians. In this option, nearly 90% of the public street Right of Way is
allocated to the pedestrian realm.
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food for thought | the full-closure scenario has the potential to pose particular
challenges for downtown business with limited curbside access and visibility
(within the context of a community / culture that is still very auto-oriented).
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CONCEPTUAL CROSS-SECTION COMPARISON
Current Condition

Three Lane

Two Lane

Full Closure

Current Condition

Three Lane

Two Lane

Full Closure

